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서울대학교총장 귀하

Abstract

DEVELOPMENT OF ADDITIONAL MASTER 

INTERFACES FOR ENHANCED FUNCTION OF 

LAPAROSCOPIC SURGICAL ROBOT SYSTEM

AND ITS APPLICATIONS

By

Myungjoon Kim

Interdisciplinary Program in Bioengineering

The Graduate School

Seoul National University

Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery offers several advantages compared to 

open surgery and conventional minimally invasive surgery. However, 

important issues which need to be resolved are the complexity of current 

operation room environment for laparoscopic robotic surgery and demand for 

a larger operation room. To overcome these issues, additional interfaces based 

on Hands-On-Throttle-And-Stick (HOTAS) concept which can be simply 

attached and integrated with master interface of da Vinci surgical robot 

system were proposed. HOTAS controller is widely used for flight control in 

the aerospace field which can manipulate hundreds of functions and provide 

feedback to the pilot on flight conditions. The implementation of HOTAS 

controller significantly reduced the complexity of flights and reduced the 

number of pilots required in a cockpit from two to one.
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In this study, to provide above benefits to the operation room for robotic 

laparoscopic surgery, two types of additional interfaces are proposed. 

Proposed additional interfaces can be easily manipulated by the surgeon’s 

index finger, which is currently operated only by finger clutch buttons, and 

therefore enable the surgeon to use multiple functions. Initially, a novel 

master interface (NMI) was developed. The NMI mainly consists of a 9-way 

switch and a microprocessor with a wireless communication module. Thus, 

the NMI can be also regarded as a 9-way compact HOTAS. The performance 

test, latency, and power consumption of the developed NMI were verified by 

repeated experiments. Then, an improved novel master interface (iNMI) was 

developed to provide more intuitive and convenient manipulation. The iNMI 

was developed based on a capacitive touch sensor array and a wireless 

microprocessor to intuitively reflect the surgeon’s decision. Multiple 

experiments were performed to evaluate the iNMI performance in terms of 

performance test, latency, and power consumption.

In addition, two application systems based on Surgical-Operation-By-Wire 

(SOBW) concept are proposed in this research to enhance the function of 

laparoscopic surgical robot system based on clinical needs that are stated 

below. The size of the additional interface is small enough to be easily 

installed to the master tool manipulators (MTMs) of da Vinci research kit 

(dVRK), which was used as an operation robot arm system, to maximize 

convenience to the surgeon when using the additional interfaces to 

simultaneously manipulate the application systems with the MTMs.

Firstly, a robotic assistant that can be simultaneously manipulated via a 

wireless controller is proposed to allow the surgeon to control the assistant 

instrument. This approach not only decreases surgeon fatigue by eliminating 

communication process with assistants, but also resolves collision between the 

operation robot arms and the assistant instruments that can be caused by an 

inexperienced assistant or miscommunication and misaligned intent between 

the surgeon and the assistant. The system comprises two additional interfaces, 
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a surgical instrument with a gripper actuated by a micromotor and a 6-axis 

robot arm. The gripping force of the surgical instrument was comparable to 

that of conventional systems and was consistent even after 1,000 times of 

gripping motion. The workspace was calculated to be 8,397.4 cm3. Recruited 

volunteers were able to execute the simple peg task within the cut-off time 

and successfully performed the in vitro test.

Secondly, a wirelessly controllable stereo endoscope system which enables 

simultaneous control with the operating robot arm system is proposed. This is 

able to remove any discontinuous surgical flow that occurs when the control is 

swapped between the endoscope system and the operating robot arm system, 

and therefore prevent problems such as increased operation time, collision 

among surgical instruments, and injury to patients. The proposed system 

consists of two additional interfaces, a four-degrees of freedom (4-DOFs) 

endoscope control system (ECS) and a simple three-dimensional (3D) 

endoscope. The 4-DOFs ECS consists of four servo motors and employs a 

two-parallel link structure to provide translational and fulcrum point motions 

to the simple 3D endoscope. The workspace was calculated to be 20,378.3 

cm3, which exceeds the reference workspace. The novice volunteers were able 

to successfully execute the modified peg transfer task.

Throughout the various verifications, it has been confirmed that the proposed 

interfaces could make the surgical robot system more efficiently by 

overcoming its several limitations.

                                                              

Keywords: Laparoscopic surgical robot, Additional master 

interfaces, Hands-on-throttle-and-stick, Robotic assitant, 

Stereo endoscpoe system, Surgical-operation-by-wire.

Student number: 2013-21032
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1. Introduction

1.1. Robotic Laparoscopic Surgery

Conventional minimally invasive surgery (MIS) has become one of the most 

advocated surgical operation approach because it offers benefits such as low 

blood loss, reduced time to drain removal, shorter hospital stay, better pain 

score, fewer follow-ups, smaller incision, and reduced complication rate than 

open surgery [1, 2]. However, MIS has the following disadvantages: because 

the degrees of freedom (DOFs) of the surgical instrument is low, surgical 

operations such as suturing are difficult for inexpert surgeons to perform, 

resulting in the need for highly-trained surgeons to perform surgical 

operations [3, 4]. Consequently, robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery has been 

developed to overcome the limitations of both types of surgeries [5-8]. The 

strengths and limitations for surgeries operated by humans and robots are 

presented in Table 1.1 [9]. The advantages and disadvantages of robotic and 

non-robotic laparoscopic surgery are summarized in Table 1.2 [6].
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Table 1.1 Strengths and limitations for surgeries operated by humans and 

robots [9]

Humans Robots

Strengths - Strong hand-eye coordination

- Dexterous (at human scale)

- Flexible and adaptable

- Can integrate extensive and 

diverse information

- Able to use qualitative 

information

- Good judgment

- Easy to instruct and debrief

- Good geometric accuracy

- Stable and untiring

- Can be designed for a 

wide range of scales

- May be sterilized

- Resistant to radiation and 

infection

- Can use diverse sensors 

(force, etc.) in control

Limitations - Limited dexterity outside 

natural scale

- Prone to tremor and fatigue

- Limited geometric accuracy 

- Limited ability to use 

quantitative information

- Limited sterility

- Susceptible to radiation and 

infection

- Poor judgment

- Limited dexterity and 

hand-eye coordination

- Limited to relatively 

simple procedures

- Expensive

- Technology in flux
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Table 1.2 Advantages and disadvantages of robotic and non-robotic 

laparoscopic surgery [6]

Conventional laparoscopic 

surgery

Robotic laparoscopic 

surgery

Advantages - Well-developed 

technology

- Affordable and ubiquitous

- Proven efficacy

- 3-D visualization

- Improved dexterity

- High degrees of freedom

- Elimination of fulcrum 

effect

- Elimination of 

physiologic tremors

- Ability to scale motions

- Micro-anastomoses 

possible

- Tele-surgery

- Ergonomic position

Disadvantages - Loss of touch sensation

- Loss of 3-D visualization

- Compromised dexterity

- Limited degrees of motion

- The fulcrum effect

- Amplification of 

physiologic tremors

- Absence of touch 

sensation

- Expensive

- High start-up cost

- May require extra staff to 

operate and big operating 

space

- Increased operation time
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Introduction of the surgical robot has resulted in benefits such as reduced 

blood loss, better pain score, reduced time to drain removal, shorter hospital 

stay, reduced complication rate, and fewer follow-ups, even compared with 

conventional MIS [1]. Furthermore, it facilitates improved surgical precision, 

better visualization, and more intuitive and ergonomic instrument control—

resulting in shorter learning curves for surgeons [10]. The pioneer in robotic 

surgery was the Puma 560, which was used for neurosurgical biopsies in 1985 

and showed greater precision [6, 11]. The ROBODOC was then developed for 

hip replacement surgery and it was the first FDA approved surgical robot 

system [12, 13]. After this, National Air and Space Administration (NASA) 

and Stanford Research Institute (SRI) proposed the concept of tele-surgery 

based on robotic technology and developed dexterous tele-operated surgical 

robot in 1990s [12]. The Integrated Surgical Systems, which is the 

predecessor of Intuitive Surgical, successfully developed the da Vinci 

laparoscopic surgical robot system following by licensing the SRI Green 

Telepresence Surgery System after the Automated Endoscopic System for 

Optimal Positioning (AESOP) robot was marketed [6, 14]. In this time, the 

Zeus (Computer Motion Inc., Santa Barbara, CA, USA) surgical robot system 

was also developed. Yet, it was phased out in the early 2000s as the Intuitive 

Surgical and Computer Motion merged into a single company [15]. Fig. 1.1

shows the above-mentioned surgical robot systems [16-18].

The da Vinci (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, USA) surgical robot 

system, which is the market-leading surgical robot system, can be shown in 
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Fig. 1.2-(a). This system, which has to be controlled by a skillful surgeon, has 

improved safety and efficacy for laparoscopic surgery. When the surgeon 

control the master interface in work-console, the patient side manipulator and 

EndoWrist is able to mimic the movements of the surgeon’s motion. The 

number of operations performed with the da Vinci rapidly increases every 

year [19]. Over the last decade, more than 1.5 million laparoscopic surgical 

operations, including gynecologic, cardiac, urology, thoracic, head & neck, 

and general surgery, have been performed worldwide using the da Vinci robot

[19]. da Vinci surgical robot system has greatly reduced the number of open 

surgeries for common operation such as hysterectomy and prostatectomy [19, 

20]. 
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Fig. 1.1 (a) The Puma 560 [16]. (b) The ROBODOC [16]. (c) The Automated Endoscopic System for Optimal Positioning (AESOP) robot

[17]. (d) The Zeus surgical robot system [18].
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Fig. 1.2 (a) The da Vinci surgical robot system [21]. (b) The da Vinci surgical robot system’s end-effectors, EndoWrists [22].
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1.2. Objectives and Scope

The da Vinci surgical robot system (Intuitive Surgical, Inc., Sunnyvale, CA, 

USA), one of the most advanced surgical robots, has been used in 1.5 million 

laparoscopic surgical operations globally over the past decade [19]. 

Nevertheless, although the development of the surgical methods has brought 

numerous advantages, it still needs for more than one surgeon to perform 

robotic surgery, as shown in Fig. 1.3. Due to this reason, as it can be shown in 

the figure, current operation room for robotic surgery is too messy and 

therefore still needs improvement. To resolve this issue, Hands-On-Throttle-

And-Stick (HOTAS) controller is adopted to current master interface of 

laparoscopic surgical robot system, as shown in Fig. 1.4. HOTAS is used for 

flight control in the aerospace field and it can control hundreds of functions 

and provide feedback to the pilot about flight conditions. In this sense, the 

number of pilots inside the cockpit was reduced from two to one with the 

advent of HOTAS controller. Similarly, it can be used to help surgeons 

perform additional surgical operations and thereby overcome current situation 

of operation room.
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Fig. 1.3 (a) Robotic surgery performed by more than one surgeon [23]. (b) Actual operation room environment [24].
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Fig. 1.4 (a) Hands-On-Throttle-And-Stick (HOTAS) used for flight control in the aerospace field [25]. (b) Target position for installing 
additional master interfaces in current laparoscopic surgical robot system [26].
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For this purpose, two types of additional master interfaces are proposed in this 

research. More specifically, proposed additional master interfaces can be 

installed on current da Vinci laparoscopic surgical robot system and easily

manipulated by surgeon’s index finger which is currently only used for 

operating the finger clutch button. In addition, two application systems are 

proposed in this research to enhance function of laparoscopic surgical robot 

system based on below clinical needs.

Firstly, a robotic assistant is proposed for surgeon to additionally perform 

assistant’s role in robotic surgery, such as resected object or foreign object 

removal, which was originally performed by surgeon in non-robotic 

laparoscopic surgery or laparotomy. This solution is not only able to decrease 

surgeon fatigue and operation time by eliminating communication process 

with assistants, and also able to resolve collision between the operation robot 

arms and the assistant instrument that can be caused by an inexperienced 

assistant or miscommunication and misaligned intent between the surgeon and 

the assistant [27-38], which can cause injury to patients [11, 19, 39-41]. 

Several solutions have been proposed. For example, a manipulator with a 

relatively small mass, which reduces the collision force, and force-feedback 

system has been proposed [40]. A surgery simulator for real-time collision 

processing and visualization that is able to prevent several types of collisions 

has also been developed [42]. A novel surgical robot design that minimizes 

the operating envelope during surgery has also been proposed [43]. In the 
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proposed design, the operating envelope is minimized to help the assistant to 

work alongside the robot, and also results in fewer collisions during surgery. A 

fourth arm that the operating surgeon can utilize for key steps and 

maneuvering during operations has also been proposed for the da Vinci 

surgical robot system [44]. This system reduce operation time and avoids 

collisions between the operating robot arm and the assistant’s instrument by 

turning over control of the assistant’s instrument to the surgeon, just as the 

proposed system.

Secondly, a stereo endoscope system that can be controlled by proposed

additional master interfaces is proposed to overcome current control 

techniques needed for manipulating the endoscope system. In this scenario, 

the surgeon has to abandon the control of the patient side manipulator (PSM)

by using a clutch button or pedal in order to control the endoscope system to 

change his/her view. The same control technique is required to regain control 

of the PSM [45]. This maneuver can lead to problems such as increased 

operation time, collision between surgical instruments, injury to patients 

(from surgical instruments being out of sight), and having to endure an 

unsatisfactory view to avoid swapping control [46]. Various approaches that 

attempt to solve this discontinuity issue proposed new master interfaces to 

control the endoscope system in parallel with the PSM. For example, a novel 

human-machine interface that tracks the surgeon’s facial motion via his/her 

iris and a tracker placed on his/her forehead has been proposed to control the 
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position of the laparoscope [47]. A command interface for a combination of 

mouth gesture and voice command has also been proposed to control 3-DOF 

robotic endoscope systems [45]. An eye tracking endoscope control method 

has also been presented [48, 49] and a voice controlled robotic endoscope 

holder was developed [49]. Further, an interface that utilizes a pressure sensor 

sheet to track foot movement has been used to control surgical robot tools 

[50]. 
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1.2.1. Additional Master Interfaces

To improve the utility of the current laparoscopic surgical robot system, 

additional master interfaces that can be installed on master interface of da 

Vinci surgical robot system have been proposed. 

Firstly, a novel master interface (NMI), a wireless communication interface, 

was developed. The NMI is based on the HOTAS controller, which is widely 

used in aerospace for flight control [2]. The concept of HOTAS controller has 

been reported in our previous study [2, 51]. In this study, a multi-way switch 

and a wireless microprocessor were used to reflect the surgeon’s decision. 

Further, the NMI developed is relatively small and can easily be attached to 

the master interface of da Vinci surgical robot system for easy access when 

the surgeon is manipulating the master interface. In this sense, the NMI can be 

regarded as a 9-way compact HOTAS. The performance test, latency, and 

power consumption of the developed NMI were verified by repeated 

experiments.

Secondly, the improved novel master interface (iNMI) is proposed which is an 

improved version of the NMI. The iNMI is also based on the HOTAS 

controller used broadly in flight control, and which was previously presented 

[2, 51]. In this study, a capacitive touch sensor array was developed and a 
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wireless microprocessor used to intuitively reflect the surgeon’s decision. In 

addition, the size of the iNMI is small enough to be easily installed to the 

master interface of da Vinci surgical robot system to maximize convenience to 

the surgeon when using the iNMIs to manipulate the application systems with 

the MTMs. Thus, the iNMI is a capacitive touch type compact HOTAS. 

Multiple experiments were performed to evaluate the iNMI performance in 

terms of performance test, latency, and power consumption.

1.2.2. Application Systems

Although above-mentioned systems have been proposed partially based on the 

issue of increased operation time and collision between the operating robot 

arm and the assistant’s instrument, they have several deficiencies: (i) they are 

limited to simulation and cannot be directly applied to the surgical robot 

system [42], (ii) they can only minimize or reduce, not prevent, collisions [40, 

43], and (iii) the surgeon cannot simultaneously manipulate both the robotic 

assistant and the operation robot arm, resulting in discontinuous surgical 

operation [44]. In addition, this robotic assistant cannot perform surgical 

operations such as removal of resected tissue because it cannot move outside 

the incision.
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This research proposes a robotic assistant that overcomes these issues. The 

system, which consists of an assistant robot arm and its wireless controller, 

aims to remove the cause of the increased operation time and collisions due to 

tiredness or miscommunication and misaligned intent between the surgeon 

and the assistant by allowing the surgeon to control the assistant instrument. 

Further, a wireless controller is used for simultaneous control of the operating 

robot arm and the robotic assistant, thereby preventing discontinuous surgical 

operation which is also the cause of the increased operation time. The robotic 

assistant consists of a 6-DOFs external robot arm and a surgical instrument 

developed based on the surgical-operation-by-wire (SOBW) concept that has 

been reported in our previous study [2, 51]. SOBW was inspired by the fly-

by-wire (FBW) system in aerospace engineering, in which the wing control is 

based on electrical wires for reliable control [52], instead of a mechanical 

wires [53-56]. The concept is applied in the medical field with the mechanical 

strings in the surgical robot system replaced with electrical wires. In this sense, 

all the motions of the proposed robotic assistant, including the external robot 

arm and the surgical instrument, are actuated by electrical actuators such as 

alternating current servo motors and micromotor. Further, the yawing and 

pitching motions are removed from the surgical instrument as they are not 

necessary for the performance of dexterous movements. In exchange, the 

diameter of the proposed surgical instrument is 6 mm. This is smaller than 

that of the most extensively used da Vinci surgical robot system’s 8 mm 

EndoWrist. The rolling, translational, and fulcrum point motions of the 
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surgical instrument are performed by the 6-DOFs external robot arm. The 

gripping motion is achieved by converting the rotational motion of the 

micromotor into translational motion using male and female screws, with the 

female screw linked to the gripper. Consequently, the gripping force can be 

controlled by adjusting the position of the micromotor. The durability of the 

surgical instrument developed was verified via a 1000 times of repeated 

durability tests. A da Vinci research kit (dVRK), donated by Intuitive Surgical, 

Inc., was used in this study to perform as the operation robot arm system. The 

dVRK is a research kit consisting of several parts, including master tool 

manipulators (MTMs), PSMs, stereo viewer, and foot pedal, from the first 

generation da Vinci surgical robot system. 

Simple peg tasks using the robotic assistant were also performed to evaluate 

the clinical applicability of the proposed robotic assistant. In addition, an in 

vitro test of semi-automatic resected object removal was conducted using the 

proposed robotic assistant and the dVRK system to examine the performance 

of the proposed system. The results indicate that this novel surgical robot 

system can be effectively utilized for laparoscopic robotic surgery.

In addition, although the previously proposed interfaces allow simultaneous 

control of the endoscope system and the PSMs, they also have limitations: i) 

they cannot be adapted to current robot-assisted surgical systems as the 

surgeon’s head and foot are already occupied [47, 50], ii) they prevent 

surgeons from giving verbal orders, which is essential during surgical 
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operations, as they use mouth and voice for control [44, 49], and iii) they are 

prone to erroneous and unintended endoscopic movements that can in turn 

result in greater harm to patients [49, 57].

In this study, a stereo endoscope system that can be controlled by the 

proposed additional master interfaces is also proposed to overcome these 

limitations with the objective of reducing operation time and surgeon fatigue 

as a result of enabling continuous surgical operation by allowing simultaneous 

control of the PSMs and the endoscope system. The system consists of a 

dVRK, a 4-DOFs endoscope control system (ECS), a simple three-

dimensional (3D) endoscope, and its additional master interfaces. The dVRK 

is used as operation robot system, which is a research kit donated by Intuitive 

Surgical, Inc., and includes MTMs, PSMs, a foot pedal, and a stereo viewer 

from the first generation of the da Vinci surgical robot system. Since the 

endoscope system of da Vinci surgical robot is not included in the dVRK 

system, the 4-DOFs endoscope system and the simple 3D endoscope are 

developed to provide stereo view to the surgeon. The 4-DOFs ECS, developed 

based on SOBW concept to control the position of the endoscope, consists of 

four servo motors, which facilitate pitching, yawing, rolling, and translational 

motions, and a two-parallel link structure that enables stable fulcrum point 

motion essential for laparoscopic surgery. The simple 3D endoscope consists 

of two complementary metal-oxide-semiconductor (CMOS) camera modules 

that provide real-time stereo view to the surgeon via the stereo viewer of the 
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dVRK. The original images obtained by the sensors undergo a stereo 

calibration and a stereo rectification process that results in stereo vision. The 

outer diameter of the developed endoscope is 10 mm and each CMOS module 

is capable of generating images with a resolution of 640 × 480 pixels. The 

additional interfaces are used to enable simultaneous control of the PSMs and 

the endoscope system in order to eliminate the possibility of surgical 

instruments being out of sight and therefore prevents collision between 

surgical instruments and injury to patients. Furthermore, this will also result in 

reduced surgical operation time and, consequently, surgeon fatigue. Modified 

peg transfer tasks which require adjustment of field of view throughout the 

tasks were also carried out to evaluate its clinical applicability and ease of use. 

The results indicate that this novel surgical robot system can be effectively 

utilized for laparoscopic robotic surgery.
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2. Materials and Methods

2.1. Additional Master Interfaces

2.1.1. Novel Master Interface: 9-way Compact 

Hands-On-Throttle-And-Stick

The NMI—a wireless communication interface—was developed to carry out 

the surgeon’s intent as regards control of the proposed application systems. 

The NMI was designed based on HOTAS, using a multi-way switch 

(RKJXL100401 V, ALPS, Tokyo, Japan)—more specifically, it has eight ways 

with a center push—for the surgeon to manipulate. In addition to the multi-

way switch, the NMI comprises one Li-MnO2 type Lithium button cell 

battery (CR2032, Panasonic, Osaka, Japan), one 10- to 4-line encoder 

(CD40147B, Texas Instruments, Dallas, TX, USA), one Arduino-based 

microprocessor with a Bluetooth low energy radio frequency module (RFD 

22301, RFduino, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA), and several resistors and 
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capacitors to constitute the circuit. The circuit was designed using Altium 

Designer (Altium, San Diego, California, United States). As it can be shown 

in Fig. 2.1, the NMI consists of 4 layer. The first layer contains the multi-way 

switch and microprocessor in order to allow surgeon to easily manipulate the 

multi-way switch and prevent communication noise caused by covering the 

microprocessor using metal parts of the MTMs of dVRK. The fourth layer 

consists of other parts of the NMI, such as the encoder, battery shield, and etc. 

The second the third layer serve as ground and power layer to the NMI. The 

multi-way switch has relatively small operating force in order to be easily 

controlled by the surgeon with comfort [58], and the output signal for each 

way of the multi-way switch is encoded as a four-digit number, representing a

possible decision by the surgeon, via the 10- to 4-line encoder. On entering 

the Bluetooth module the four-digit number is sent to the wireless data 

receiver, where it is recognized as a command by the controller that 

manipulates the surgical instrument and the external robot arm based on the 

received signal. A circuit for this purpose was designed and implemented on a 

printed circuit board, and then assembled with other parts, as shown in Fig. 

2.2-(a). To manipulate the NMIs simultaneously with MTMs, the two NMIs 

are tightly attached to two MTMs of the dVRK system using a special holder 

as shown in Fig. 2.2-(b). The reason for this is to not interrupt the operation of 

finger clutch of MTM which exists from the da Vinci Si system [59], and 

allow the surgeon to control the NMI using the index finger which is not used 

for manipulating the MTM, except for operating the finger clutch, as shown in 
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Fig. 2.2-(c). Each NMI has dimensions 33 × 35 mm to ensure that they do not 

disrupt the motion of the MTMs. Fig. 2.3 shows the mapping information 

between the NMI and the surgical instrument. NMI attached to the left MTM 

manipulates the fulcrum point motion, whereas that attached to the right 

MTM operates the translational and rolling motions. The gripping motion can 

be controlled by the center push of both left and right NMI. Thus, the 

translational, fulcrum point, and rolling motions, in addition to the gripping 

motion of the robotic assistant can be simultaneously controlled with PSMs 

by manipulating the two NMIs and MTMs.
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Fig. 2.1 Layer information of proposed novel master interface (NMI).
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Fig. 2.2 Developed NMI. (a) Front and back side of the NMI. (b) The NMI attached on the MTM of the dVRK system using the special 

holder. (c) Usage of the index finger to operate finger clutch and the NMI.
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Fig. 2.3 Mapping information between the NMI and the surgical instrument. (a) Left NMI. (b) Right NMI.
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2.1.2. improved Novel Master Interface: 

Capacitive Touch Type Compact Hands-

On-Throttle-And-Stick

The iNMI, which is a wireless communication interface, was developed to 

intuitively reflect the surgeon’s decision as regards control of the application 

systems. The iNMI was also designed based on the HOTAS concept [2, 60].

To more intuitively reflect the surgeon’s intent, the iNMI utilizes a capacitive 

touch sensor array, based on a resistor-capacitor (RC) circuit with the 

capacitor as the touch sensor [61], instead of a multi-way switch. When the 

user touches the touch sensor, the RC time constant increases as the human 

body can be regarded as a relatively large capacitor [62]. Further, as the RC 

time constant can be calculated by setting a new state to the input of the RC 

circuit and then waiting for the output to be changed to the same state as the 

input, the touch status of the touch sensor can be determined. The gesture 

information generated from using the iNMI is obtained via the touch sensors 

array placed on the front of the iNMI, which comprises 25 capacitive touch 

sensors, as shown in Fig. 2.4-(a). The size of the each touch sensor was 

decided based on previous research for contact region of finger touch [63]. In 

this sense, one element of the capacitive touch sensors array has a shape of 

circle with a diameter of 4 mm. Then, the sensors were aligned with 

equidistant intervals considering the overall dimension of the iNMI, which is 
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33 mm × 35 mm to ensure that they do not disrupt the motion of the MTMs, 

as shown in Fig. 2.5. The circuit was designed using Altium Designer (Altium, 

San Diego, California, United States). The iNMI also consists of 4 layer as it 

can be shown in Fig. 2.6. Similarly, the second the third layer serve as ground 

and power layer to the iNMI, respectively. The first layer only contains the 

capacitive touch sensors array in order to prevent malfunction of the iNMI 

since the iNMI is highly sensitive to value of capacitor connected to each 

capacitive touch sensor. The fourth layer consists of other parts of the iNMI, 

such as the microprocessor, battery shield, and etc. 
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Fig. 2.4 Developed improved novel master interface (iNMI). (a) Front and back sides of the iNMI. (b) Case and silicone top layer to protect 

the iNMI. (c) The iNMI attached on the MTM of the dVRK system using the special holder.
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Fig. 2.5 Design of proposed touch sensors array.
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Fig. 2.6 Layer information of the iNMI.
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The intent of the surgeon is determined from the touch status of the capacitive 

touch sensors array. In addition to the capacitive touch sensors array, the iNMI 

comprises one Arduino-based microprocessor with a Bluetooth low energy 

radio frequency module (RFD 77101, RFduino, Hermosa Beach, CA, USA), 

one Li-MnO2 type Lithium button cell battery (CR2032, Panasonic, Osaka, 

Japan), and several resistors and capacitors to complete the circuit. 

Each capacitive touch sensor is connected to the microprocessor to receive the 

RC time constant for perceiving the touch status of the capacitive touch sensor. 

To interpret the received touch information of the touch sensor array, a 

specific Arduino algorithm was developed to detect gesture information 

generated by the surgeon, such as upward swipe, downward swipe, forward 

swipe, and backward swipe. Once the gesture information is created, the 

Bluetooth module sends the information to the wireless data receiver, and the 

received signal is recognized as a command by the controller to manipulate 

the application systems. To achieve above functions, a circuit was designed 

and a printed circuit board including the capacitive sensor array was 

consequently manufactured. Several parts were used for the board as shown in 

Fig. 2.4-(a). Further, it allows the surgeon to control the iNMI using the index 

finger that is not used to manipulate the MTM, but only to operate the finger 

clutch. Furthermore, in order to protect the iNMI’s circuit and the capacitive 

touch sensor array, a customized outer case was designed and manufactured. 

The touch sensor array is covered with a silicone layer, as shown in Fig. 2.4-

(b). To manipulate the iNMIs simultaneously with the MTMs, the two iNMIs 
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are tightly installed to the two MTMs of the dVRK system using a customized 

holder, as shown in Fig. 2.4-(c). In this way, the operation of the finger 

clutching the MTM is not interrupted, as occurs when using the da Vinci Si 

system [59]. Fig. 2.7 shows the mapping information of the iNMI. As can be 

seen in the figure, the pitching motion and the yawing motion can be 

controlled by one of the two iNMIs, whereas the rolling motion and the 

translational motion can only be achieved by a combination of gestures 

generated by the iNMIs attached on the left and right MTMs. The mapped 

motions were deliberately designed to be similar to common touch gestures 

carried out in daily living activities using two fingers to ensure intuitive 

control by the surgeon. Thus, the pitching, yawing, rolling, and translation 

motions of the application systems can be simultaneously controlled with 

PSMs by manipulating the two iNMIs and MTMs.
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Fig. 2.7 Mapping information of the iNMI. The fulcrum point motion can be achieved using one of the two iNMIs while the translational 

motion and rolling motion can only be performed by combination of two iNMIs’ gesture input.
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2.2. Application Systems

2.2.1. Robotic Assistant

Overview

The robotic assistant developed to overcome the limitations stated above 

comprises four parts: (i) dVRK system to perform as the operation robot, (ii) 

surgical instrument with the diameter of 6 mm, (iii) 6-axis external robot arm 

that provides translational, fulcrum point, and rolling motions, and (iv) two 

additional master interfaces that respectively reflect the surgeon’s decision to 

control the external robot arm and the surgical instrument.

These parts, with the exception of the dVRK system, were integrated via the 

LabVIEWⓇ and the PXIe controller (LabVIEWⓇ 2013, PXIe-8135 and 

1062Q, National Instruments, Austin, TX, USA, Used valid license). The 

control flow of the overall system is illustrated in Fig. 2.8. As shown in the 

figure, the surgeon can simultaneously control both PSMs—the operation 

robot arms and the robotic assistant developed—by manipulating the two 

MTMs and the two additional master interfaces. Continuous surgical 

operation can thus be ensured via this control flow. The gripping motion of 

the surgical instrument is facilitated using an electronically commutated 

micromotor with the diameter of 4 mm (EC-4 motor, EPOS2 controller, 
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Maxon Motor, Brünigstrasse, Sachseln, Switzerland), which is able to rotate 

in both clockwise and counterclockwise direction.
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Fig. 2.8 Control flow of the proposed robotic assistant driven by the surgeon’s intention. Software integration is based on the 

LabVIEWⓇ software.
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da Vinci research Kit (dVRK)

The dVRK system was used to perform as an operation surgical robot system. 

The dVRK system comprises one foot pedal, two MTMs, two PSMs, and one 

stereo viewer to provide a three-dimensional stereo view for the user, as 

shown in Fig. 2.9. Two webcams are installed to provide images. Each MTM 

is able to manipulate its respective PSM during laparoscopic surgery. The 

dVRK system was integrated with the robotic assistant.
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Fig. 2.9 Overall system of the da Vinci research kit (dVRK). (a) Controllers. (b) Stereo viewer. (c) Master tool manipulators (MTMs). (d) 

Foot pedal. (e) Two webcams for providing images. (f) Patient side manipulators (PSMs). dVRK is used as operation surgical robot system in 

this research.
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Surgical Instrument

A surgical instrument, which can perform only gripping motion, was 

developed specifically for the laparoscopic surgical robot system. Yawing and 

pitching motions were removed as they are not necessary for the assistant 

surgical instrument to perform dexterous motion. In exchange, the diameter of 

the proposed surgical instrument is 6 mm. This is smaller than that of the most 

extensively used da Vinci surgical robot system’s 8 mm EndoWrist and 

comparable with that of the 6 mm EndoWrist which has less applications. The 

rolling motion of the surgical instrument is achieved by the external robot arm 

by installing the instrument as an end-effector. Unlike other systems [7, 64], 

the surgical instrument can be easily replaced during surgery. The actuating 

force of the surgical instrument’s gripping motion is generated by converting 

the rotation of the micromotor’s shaft into translational motion using a male 

and female screw arrangement similar to the ball screw mechanism. Actuation 

of the micromotor causes the male screw to rotate around a fixed axis and the 

female screw to consequently move translationally along a straight line guided 

by the outer shell. Linear motion of the linkage is enabled by linking the 

female screw with the linkage. Further, the gripping motion is then generated 

by linking the linkage and the gripper, which was cut off from a laparoscopic 

forceps (Laparoscopic forceps, Ethicon Endo-Surgery, Cincinnati, Ohio, USA) 

and modified by adding a hole for the connection. This was possible because 

each side of the gripper is based on the slider crank mechanism, which can 

convert linear motion to rotational motion as a reciprocating pump engine. 
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Each side of the gripper is aligned symmetrically with respect to the 

longitudinal axis, and thus can be actuated by the linear motion of the linkage 

simultaneously. Therefore, open and close motion of the gripper are then 

achieved by clockwise and counterclockwise rotation of the micromotor’s 

shaft. The overall design and the actual image of the surgical instrument are 

illustrated in Figs. 2.10 and 2.11. The outer shells and the other parts of the 

surgical instruments, such as the male and female screws, and the linkage 

were manufactured using aluminum and assembled with the micromotor and 

the gripper, as shown in Fig. 2.11. The surgical instrument was designed to be 

300 mm long for surgical usability.
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Fig. 2.10 Design of the proposed surgical instrument. The gripping motion is achieved by converting the micro motor’s rotation motion into 

linear motion by male and female screw and linking the gripper with the female screw through the linkage. The length and the diameter of the 

surgical instrument is designed as 300 mm and 6 mm, respectively.
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Fig. 2.11 Surgical instrument manufactured using aluminum. (a) The surgical instrument without the upper outer shell. Actual position of 

the micro motor, male and female screw, linkage, and the gripper is shown. (b) The surgical instrument with the upper outer shell.
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External Robot Arm

An external robot arm (VS-6556G, DENSO, Kariya, Aichi Prefecture, Japan) 

with six joints, from J1 to J6, is used to perform the surgical instrument’s 

translational, fulcrum point, and rolling motions, as shown in Fig. 2.12. The 

translational and the fulcrum point motions are achieved by coordinating 

joints J1 to J5 and controlling them based on the tool coordinates system, 

which sets the origin of the external robot arm to the origin of the end-effector. 

To perform the fulcrum point motion, a virtual remote center of motion (RCM) 

algorithm was applied to the external robot arm since it did not employ a 

RCM mechanism as the PSM of the dVRK system did. Thus, the RCM point 

of the external robot arm can be adjusted by the virtual RCM algorithm. As 

for the rolling motion, unlike the da Vinci surgical robot system’s Endowrist 

which can perform rolling motion by itself [65], it is achieved by joint J6 of 

the external robot arm. The forward kinematics of the external robot arm has 

been described in previous work [2].
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Fig. 2.12 Joint information of the 6-degrees of freedom (DOFs) external 

robot arm. The fulcrum point motion and the translational motion of the 

surgical instrument are achieved by complex combination from J1 to J5. The 

surgical instrument’s rolling motion is achieved by J6.
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Forward Kinematics of the System

Fig. 2.13 shows the kinematic structure of the entire system, except for the 

gripping motion. J1-J6 represent the external arm parts. Table 2.1 shows the 

Denavit-Hartenberg (D-H) parameters of this system.

Table 2.1 Forward kinematics of the system (D-H parameters)

Joint α��� (rad) ���� (mm) �� (mm) �� (rad)

1 0 0 335 ��

2 −
�

2
75 0 �� −

�

2

3 0 270 0 ��

4 −
�

2
90 295 ��

5
�

2
0 0 ��

6 −
�

2
0 296 �� +

�

2

Forward kinematics and D-H parameters of the system are defined by Fig. 

2.13 and Table 2.1. The external arm and surgical instrument are executed 

using several control algorithms.

With reference to Table 2.1, each joint’s information such as operational angle 

and other information could be confirmed. These homogeneous 
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transformation matrices are inferred from D-H convention theory [66]. From 

these parameters, equation (2.1), and Fig. 2.13, the homogeneous 

transformation matrices of the proposed system’s each joint could be obtained. 

According to equation (2.1), each joint is designated to unique homogeneous 

transformation matrix.
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Each joint’s information such as operational angle and other information 

could be confirmed. From these parameters, the homogeneous transformation 

matrices are given as equation (2.2)–(2.7). 
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The transformation matrices of the external arm is given by (2.8). Equation 

(2.8) describes the position and orientation of the external arm’s translational 

and fulcrum point movements.

��
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�
� ��

�                  (2.8)
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Fig. 2.13 Kinematic structure of the system.
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2.2.2. Stereo Endoscope System

Overview

To overcome the above-mentioned limitations, a novel stereo endoscope

system consisting of the following four parts was developed: i) a simple 3D 

endoscope that provides 3D vision to the surgeon via a stereo viewer, ii) a 4-

DOFs ECS to control the position of the developed endoscope, iii) a dVRK-

based operating robot system which provides 3D stereo view constructed 

using stereo calibrated and rectified images obtained from the developed 

stereo endoscope, and iv) two additional master interfaces for the surgeon to 

intuitively control both the 4-DOFs ECS and the PSM simultaneously.

The proposed system was integrated based on the PXIe controller and 

LabVIEWⓇ (PXIe-8135 & 1062Q, LabVIEWⓇ 2013, National Instruments, 

Austin, TX, USA), except for the dVRK system. Fig. 2.14 illustrates the 

integrated system’s control flow. As illustrated in the figure, simultaneous 

operation of both PSMs and the developed 4-DOFs ECS is enabled via the 

two MTMs and the two additional master interfaces. Discontinuous surgical 

flow can then be overcame. The rolling motion, pitching motion, yawing 

motion, and translational motion of the 4-DOFs ECS are facilitated by four 

servo motors (Ezi-Servo Series, Fastech, Bucheon, South Korea) based on 

SOBW concept.
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Fig. 2.14 Control flow of the proposed surgical robot system driven by the surgeon’s intention. Software integration is based on the 

LabVIEWⓇ software.
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Simple 3D Endoscope

To provide 3D vision to the surgeon and thereby ensure safe robotic surgery, a 

simple 3D endoscope, which is not included in the dVRK system, was 

developed explicitly for the laparoscopic surgical robot system. This simple 

3D endoscope consists of two CMOS camera modules with six built-in light-

emitting diodes (LEDs) and is capable of generating images with a resolution 

of 640 × 480 pixels, aligned in parallel to procure 3D vision. However, 

because simply aligning the two image sensors physically does not eliminate 

distortion or misalignment between the two camera modules, the two acquired 

images undergo a stereo calibration process, in which the geometric 

relationship between the two image sensors is calibrated to place them on the 

same plane, and a stereo rectification process that places the two calibrated 

images on a common image plane. These processes provide precise 3D vision 

to the surgeon via the stereo viewer. More specifically, the stereo calibration 

process includes the homography-based and chessboard calibration methods. 

The former method produces multiple sets of extrinsic parameters and enables 

calculation of the image sensor’s unique intrinsic and distortion parameters 

[67]. The latter method further improves the result by using chessboard [67].

Subsequently, stereo rectification is performed to horizontally align the two 

images and crop the effective image area, after which the reconstructed 

images are sent to the stereo viewer [68].

Through the above processes, the surgeon obtains 3D vision via the stereo 

viewer based on the calibrated and rectified images. In addition, the tip of the 
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developed endoscope is bent at an angle of 30 degrees to enable a wide vision 

range [69]. The outer case of the simple 3D endoscope is 10 mm in diameter 

and was manufactured based on rapid prototyping techniques (Form 1+, 

Formlabs, Somerville, MA, USA) with resolution to the nearest millimeter, as 

shown in Fig. 2.15.
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Fig. 2.15 Simple three-dimensional (3D) endoscope manufactured using 3D printing technique. Two complementary metal-oxide-

semiconductor (CMOS) camera modules are used for reconstructing stereo view. 6 Built-in light-emitting diodes (LEDs) of each module is 

used as light source. The tip of the endoscope is developed to have 30 degrees to procure a wide range of view. The length and the diameter of 

the surgical instrument is designed as 300 mm and 10 mm, respectively.
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Endoscope Control System

The 4-DOFs ECS with four controllable joints, J1 to J4, controls the position 

of the simple 3D endoscope, as shown in Fig. 2.16. It uses four servo motors 

to provide the 4-DOFs, comprising rolling motion, pitching motion, yawing 

motion, and translational motion, to the ECS. Furthermore, a two-parallel link 

structure was adopted to control the position of the developed 3D endoscope

with optimized fulcrum point motion, which is necessary for laparoscopic 

robotic surgery. Thus, the fulcrum point motion of the system is guaranteed by 

its hardware structure, not by a control algorithm. This means that it is able to 

provide a reliable and fixed fulcrum point motion, and therefore insure the 

patient safety.

As shown in the figure, the yawing motion of the 3D endoscope is provided 

by J1 and the pitching motion by J2 based on the bevel gear mechanism that 

transmits rotational motion at a 90 degree angle. The translational motion is 

generated by J3. More specifically, it is accomplished by male and female 

screw mechanism which converts the rotation motion to the translational 

motion. Actuation of the motor of J3 rotates the male screw and consequently 

the female screw moves translationally along two parallel line guides placed 

on either sides of the male and female screw arrangement. The rolling motion 

is provided by J4, which connects the motor’s shaft and the 3D endoscope via 

a customized coupler. Thus, the 4-DOFs ECS can perform the translational 

and fulcrum point motion during surgery by receiving the surgeon’s control of 

the additional master interfaces.
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Fig. 2.16 4-DOFs endoscope control system (ECS). The fulcrum point motion is achieved by J1 and J2 with its two-parallel link structure. 

The translational motion and rolling motion are accomplished by J3 and J4, respectively.
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3. Results

3.1. Novel Master Interface with Application 

Systems

3.1.1. Novel Master Interface

Performance Test

The performance of the NMI was evaluated by intercepting the data it 

transferred using a specific LabVIEWⓇ algorithm. The data transferred in 

both directions, along with the center push of the NMI were measured for 50 

separate trials. No error occurred during these trials, indicating that the NMI 

can reflect the surgeon’s decision with high precision.

Data Transfer Time

The data transfer time of the NMI was determined by physically connecting it 

to the universal serial bus port to enable it to send data via wired 

communication. Then, the NMI transferred data both to the wireless data 
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receiver and the universal serial bus port. The respective reception time for the 

data transferred through the two media types was each recorded using 

LabVIEWⓇ. This experiment was repeated 10 times. The resulting data 

transfer time for both media types was found to be 132 ms on average with a 

standard deviation (SD) of 5 ms.

Power Consumption

Because the NMI is to be used during surgery, the amount of power it 

consumes has to be considered. As outlined above, the NMI utilizes a Li-

MnO2 type Lithium button cell battery. To estimate the power consumption of 

the NMI, a LabVIEWⓇ algorithm that continuously received data from the 

NMI and which recorded the time when the NMI stops the data transfer—

inferring that the NMI was out of power—was developed. This experiment 

was executed 10 times. The results indicate that the power consumption of the 

NMI is 0.21 Wh (SD: 0.01 Wh). This means that the NMI can be operated for 

185 min (SD: 9 min) without changing its power source. This is longer than 

the average time of several robotic surgeries [1, 4, 70, 71]. Moreover, because 

the button cell battery of the NMI can be easily replaced with a new one, for 

surgeries that extend beyond the time duration of the NMI, this would cause 

minimum inconvenience. Furthermore, the system would be safe even when 

the NMI has run out of battery since it would not send any data that can 

control the robotic assistant.
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3.1.2. Robotic Assistant

Surgical Instrument

Gripping Force

A flexible piezoresistive sensor (Flexiforce, Tekscan Inc., South Boston, MA, 

USA), which is widely used in medical applications, was used to measure the 

gripping force of the proposed surgical instrument. The Flexiforce has been 

demonstrated to possess linearity [72]. Six precision weights (50, 100, 200, 

500, 1000, and 2000 g) were used to calibrate the Flexiforce and transform the 

unit of the Flexiforce’s output signal from voltage to Newton. These weights 

were measured using the Flexiforce in order 10 times based on LabVIEWⓇ, 

and the output data were converted to force using the MATLAB linear 

regression method (MathWorks, Natick, MA, USA, using Seoul National 

University Academic License). Equation (3.1) shows the result of linear 

regression between the output voltage values and the force values:

����� = (1,592.70 × ������� − 52.00) × 9.81 (3.1)

To calibrate the measurement data and remove artifacts caused by the 
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environment, the initial 500 sets of data were collected and processed in each 

experiment. The measurement data for the gripping forces were recorded 

using a data acquisition board (USB-6212 DAQ, National Instruments, Austin, 

TX, USA). Following data acquisition, a Savitzky-Golay filter was applied to 

filter out sharp noise in the measured signal using MATLAB [73].

The gripping force was measured for every 0.05 revolution of the micromotor 

and the process repeated 10 times. Table 3.1 and Fig. 3.1 show the results of 

the relationship between gripping force of the surgical instrument and the 

revolution of the micromotor. The mean of all gripping forces’ SD was 

computed as 0.51 N. The measurement data exhibited good linearity as the 

equation below:

��� = ��� + �� (3.2)

GF1 (N) is the gripping force and R (rev) is the revolution of the micromotor.

The coefficients: c1 and i1 of equation (3.2) were identified as 21.70 and 0.31, 

respectively. The coefficient of determination was calculated as 1.00. In this 

experiment, it was assumed that the physical properties of the Flexiforce and 

tissue are similar and thus the force applied on them would be also 

comparable.
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Table 3.1 Repeated experimental results of gripping force measurements

Gripping Force (N)

Revolution
of the micro motor 
(rev)

Mean
Standard 
deviation

0 0 0
0.05 0.92 0.30
0.10 2.00 0.11
0.15 3.63 0.21
0.20 4.37 0.16
0.25 6.27 0.70
0.30 7.27 0.60
0.35 8.36 0.46
0.40 9.47 0.60
0.45 10.61 0.62
0.50 11.41 0.62
0.55 11.93 0.31
0.60 13.24 0.57
0.65 14.30 0.60
0.70 15.35 0.62
0.75 16.18 0.66
0.80 17.46 0.73
0.85 18.68 0.70
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Fig. 3.1 Experimental results of gripping force compliant with position of 

the micro motor. The experiments repeated 10 times and the standard 

deviation is plotted as error bar. The interval of the position of the micro 

motor was 0.05 revs.
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Reaction Time

The reaction time of the surgical instrument’s gripping motion was estimated 

by performing a step function using its gripping force value. The performance 

result was then compared with the ideal step function after applying the 

Savitzky-Golay filter for the same reason as described above. For this 

experiment, a gripping force value of 4.37 N (SD: 0.16 N) was selected 

because performing the highest gripping force value for the purpose of the 

experiment is meaningless. The experiment was repeated 10 times with a 2 s

time interval between every two gripping motions and the time duration of the 

gripping motion. For the experiment, a specific LabVIEWⓇ algorithm was 

developed to ensure that the intervals between the gripping motions were 

precise. The results obtained show that the step function generated by the 

gripping motion and the ideal step function have close conformability. The 

calculated mean of the time delay was 0.4 s.

Durability Test

To test the durability of the surgical instrument, a LabVIEWⓇ algorithm that

continuously repeated the gripping motion was developed. The time intervals 

between every two gripping motions and the time duration of each gripping 

motion were set to 1 s. A gripping force of 4.37 N (SD: 0.16 N) was also 

selected in this experiment for the same reason as in the reaction time 
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experiment. The gripping motion was repeated 1000 times and the gripping 

force values during the repetitions recorded. The mean gripping force was 

found to be 4.23 N with SD of 0.13 N, which is within the SD of the initial 

gripping force value. 

Workspace

The workspace of the proposed additional surgical robot arm system was 

calculated using the external robot arm’s Denavit-Hartenberg parameter, 

inferred in previous research [2], and compared with the workspace required 

for cholecystectomy, as shown in Fig. 3.2. The calculated workspace was 

8,397.4 cm3, which exceeds the reference workspace [74], 549.5 cm3.
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Fig. 3.2 Workspace of the proposed robotic assistant.
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System Specification

Table 3.2 summarizes the proposed robotic assistant that consists of the 

additional master interfaces, external robot arm, and assistant surgical 

instrument.

Table 3.2 System specifications of the robotic assistant

Specification item Unit Joints
Installing posture Floor mounted

Construction Vertical articulated type

Degrees of freedom 7

Drive method
J1 ~ J6 AC servomotor
Gripper Brushless DC motor

Arm length mm
565 (external arm)

+ 300 (surgical instrument) 
= 865

Operation range ˚

J1 ±170

J2 +135, -100

J3 +166, -119

J4 ±190

J5 ±120

J6 ±360

Maximum speed mm/s J1 ~ J6 8,200
Position repeatability
using additional master 
interface

mm J1 ~ J6 ±0.02

Gripper’s gripping force N 0 ~ 18.68

Gripper’s reaction time s 0.4

Entire system's 
workspace

cm3 8,397.4

Motion scaling range % 0 ~ 200

Gripper function Gripping only

Sterilization Not available
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3.1.3. Novel Master Interface with Robotic 

Assistant

Simple Peg Task

To validate the peg transfer performance, fundamentals of laparoscopic 

surgery (FLS) peg transfer kit were used in the performance of a block 

transfer task which followed standard FLS curriculum except for the mid-air 

transfer since only one surgical instrument was used in this research. The 

system setup is shown in Fig. 3.3. For this experiment, three novice volunteers 

were recruited. They were asked to follow the process outlined below for the 

modified FLS block transfer task curriculum—already predefined in previous 

research for validation of surgical robot systems and measurement of the 

surgeon’s technical skills and eye-hand coordination during surgery [2, 70, 

74-76]. The process can be divided into the following two steps: (i) the 

volunteers were asked to transfer six objects from the left side of the board to 

the right side of the board and (ii) the time taken to transfer the six objects, 

between the volunteer picking up the first object and releasing the last object, 

was measured. The time limit was set to 300 s which was determined by FLS 

curriculum, the same as in other research [2, 70, 74-76]. The three volunteers 

executed three tasks each and the results show that the mean time of the peg 
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transfer task was 250 s with SD of 6 s, as summarized in Table 3.3. According 

to Table 3.3, all volunteers succeeded in the peg transfer task within the time 

limit, 300 s.
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Fig. 3.3 System setup for the peg transfer task using fundamental of laparoscopic surgery (FLS).
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Table 3.3 Execution time of block transfer task

Trial Number
Execution time (sec.)

Volunteer 1 Volunteer 2 Volunteer 3 Total Mean
1 242 268 260 257
2 231 261 253 248
3 226 264 246 245

Mean 233 264 253 250
SD 8 4 7 6

* Abbreviation: Standard Deviation (SD).
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In vitro Test of Semi-automatic Resected Object Removal

To evaluate the performance of the robotic assistant as an assistant, which is 

the main purpose of this study, an in vitro test of semi-automatic resected 

object removal was performed. The setup for the test is depicted in Fig. 3.4. 

Three volunteers were recruited to perform the in vitro test. The process was 

as follows: (i) grasp and cut the rubber ring via the operation robot arm, (ii) 

then, grasp the cutted rubber ring using the robotic assistant in order to 

remove the resected object from inside the simulated peritoneum and (iii) 

once the surgical robot had grasped the object, the robotic assistant would 

switch to automatic mode to automatically take the object out of the simulated 

peritoneum. After the end of the surgical instrument was outside of the 

simulated peritoneum, it should put down the object and return to the 

operation area, and enable the volunteer to maneuver the robotic assistant. 

To achieve the automatic mode described in the third step of the test, a built-in 

magnet was installed within the outer shell of the surgical instrument and 

located 6 cm away from the tool tip of the surgical instrument, as shown in 

Fig. 3.4-(b), and a magnetic sensor (WSH138-XPAN2, Winson, Taiwan) that 

could linearly transform the detected magnetic force into voltage value was 

attached to the simulated trocar, as shown in Fig. 3.4-(c). 
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Fig. 3.4 Setup for the in vitro test of semi-automatic resected object removal. (a) Overall system setup. (b) Built-in magnet of the surgical 

instrument to generate magnetic field. (c) Magnetic sensor with its controller board within the special housing. (d) Developed simulated trocar 

used in the in vitro test.
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An Arduino-based microcontroller board (ATmega328, Atmel, San Jose, CA, 

USA) was used to receive the voltage data transformed by the magnetic 

sensor, and a special housing was manufactured to attach the microcontroller 

board to the simulated trocar, as shown in Fig. 3.4-(c). The simulated trocar 

was developed to install the magnetic sensor and enable the surgical 

instrument to get rid of the resected object, as shown in Fig. 3.4-(d). To 

convert the data from voltage to distance, the voltage value was measured 

using the magnetic sensor for every 0.2 cm of the distance between the 

magnet and the magnetic sensor and the process repeated 10 times. As a result, 

the measurement data showed good linearity as the equation below:

� = �� × � + �� (3.3)

D (cm) is the distance between the magnet and the magnetic sensor and V

(mV) is the voltage value measured by the magnetic sensor. The coefficients: 

c2 and i2 of equation (3.3) were identified as −0.10 and 70.10, respectively. 

The coefficient of the determination was calculated as 1.00. The maximum 

distance that can be sensed by the magnetic sensor is 2 cm.

Thus, by sensing the magnetic field generated by the surgical instrument’s 

built-in magnet based on the microcontroller board and the magnetic sensor, it 

was able to notify the system of the distance between the end of the end-
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effector and the simulated trocar. Then, the robotic assistant was commanded 

to translationally move 6 cm from the moment that the detected distance equal 

to zero which would result in the end of the end-effector is on the simulated 

trocar. In such a case, the surgical instrument would abandon the resected 

object and return to the operation area. Consequently, the third step of the in 

vitro test could be operated automatically. The control flow of the automatic 

mode is outlined in Fig. 3.5.

Each volunteer repeated the in vitro test three times. All the volunteers were 

able to successfully remove the resected object using the robotic assistant. 

Further, no collision occurred between the operation arm and the robotic 

assistant during any of the tests.
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Fig. 3.5 Control flow of the automatic mode needed in the in vitro test
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3.1.4. Stereo Endoscope System

Simple 3D Endoscope

Fig. 3.6 shows the results of the stereo calibration and rectification process 

using the chessboard. As shown in Fig. 3.6-(a), the original images obtained 

by the two image sensors are distorted and misaligned, which means that the 

surgeon would not be able to comprehend them if they were simply projected 

onto the stereo viewer. Therefore, the stereo calibration process calculates 

intrinsic parameters such as distortion coefficients and then the two images 

are calibrated, as shown in Fig. 3.6-(b).

The stereo rectification results can be seen in Fig. 3.6-(c). The green lines in 

the figure are horizontal lines in the images for aligning the two images to the 

same height. The pink boxes represent the effective image area for stereo view. 

The effective image area of the obtained images are cropped and 

reconstructed for providing a clean stereo view to the surgeon.

Fig. 3.7 shows the original images and the final images provided to the 

surgeon after above processes.
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Fig. 3.6 Stereo calibration and rectification processes. (a) Stereo calibration 

process. (b) Stereo rectification process. (c) Calibrated and rectified images 

with effective area enclosed in a pink box.
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Fig. 3.7 Comparison between original images and final images. (a) Original images obtained. (b) Final images after stereo calibration, 

rectification, and reconstruction.
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Workspace

The workspace of the proposed 4-DOFs ECS was calculated based on the 

hardware design of the system, and compared with the workspace required for 

cholecystectomy, as shown in Fig. 3.8. The calculated workspace is 20,378.3 

cm3, which exceeds the reference workspace [74] of 549.5 cm3.
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Fig. 3.8 Workspace of the proposed 4-DOFs ECS.
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System Specification

Table 3.4 summarizes the system specifications for the developed 4-DOFs 

ECS. 

Table 3.4 System specifications of the 4-DOFs ECS

Specification item Unit Joints

Installing posture Floor mounted

Construction Two-parallel link structure

Degrees of freedom 4

Drive method J1 ~ J4 Closed loop stepping system

Operation range
˚

J1 ±45

J2 ±60

J4 ±360

mm J3 160

Maximum speed
rpm

J1, J2, 
J4

3,000

mm/s J3 50

Position repeatability 
using additional 
master interface

mm J1 ~ J4 ±0.1

Entire system's 
workspace

cm3 20,378.3

Sterilization Not available
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3.1.5. Novel Master Interface with Stereo 

Endoscope System

Modified Peg Transfer Task

To validate the overall performance of the proposed laparoscopic surgical 

robot system, a peg transfer task was designed and performed using a newly 

developed peg transfer board redesigned based on the FLS peg transfer kit, as 

shown in Fig. 3.9. The peg transfer board was modified because the standard 

FLS peg transfer board does not require the endoscope system to be 

manipulated owing to its relatively small size, and therefore it is not able to 

evaluate the proposed surgical robot system consisting of the additional 

master interfaces, simple 3D endoscope, and 4-DOFs ECS, which requires 

manipulation of the endoscope system. Then, the FLS peg transfer task 

curriculum, which has already been defined in previous research for 

validation of surgical robot systems and measurement of the surgeon’s 

technical skills and eye-hand coordination during surgery [2, 70, 74-76], was 

performed using the new peg transfer board. Three novice volunteers were 

recruited for the tasks and followed next steps: i) the volunteers were asked to 

transfer six objects from the left side of the board to the right side of the board 

and ii) the time taken to transfer the six objects, between the volunteer picking 

up the first object and releasing the last object, was measured. In addition, 
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during the task, the volunteers were requested to always ensure that all 

surgical instruments were in view to mimic an actual surgical environment 

where safety has to be ensured. Furthermore, this is also one of the standards 

to evaluate the robotic surgical skills of the surgeon. The number of surgical 

instruments obscured from view was also counted during the experiments. 

The system setup is shown in Fig. 3.9. The stereo viewer was used for the task 

and the obtained calibrated and rectified images projected onto the stereo 

viewer to provide 3D vision to the users. Same with other studies, the time 

limit of the experiment was also set to 300 s in spite of the relatively long peg 

transfer board and use of the stereo viewer [2, 70, 74-76]. This time limit was 

also provided by FLS curriculum.

Each of the recruited three volunteers performed three tasks. As a result, the 

mean time of the peg transfer task was 267 s with SD of 6 s and the surgical 

instruments were always in view during the task, as summarized in Table 3.5. 

According to Table 3.5, one volunteer failed to perform the modified peg 

transfer task within the 300 s, which is the time limit. To evaluate the 

effectiveness of the NMI in more detail, a similar peg transfer task was 

performed by the three volunteers but they were not allowed to manipulate the 

NMI and the MTM simultaneously—in order to mimic the swapping of 

control of the current surgical robot system. The results of the task are 

summarized in Table 3.5. As can be seen in Table 3.5, execution times of the 

tasks were evidently increased and all volunteers failed to finish the task 

within the time limit of 300 s. Furthermore, in this case, the surgical 
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instruments were at times out of sight.
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Fig. 3.9 System setup for the modified peg transfer task. Modified peg transfer board was developed and used for the task to evaluate the 

overall performance of the proposed system.
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Table 3.5 Execution time of modified peg transfer task using the NMI

Trial 
Number

Execution time (sec.)

Volunteer 
1

Volunteer 
2

Volunteer 
3

Total 
Mean

Allow 
Simultaneous 

Operation

1 308 255 245 269
2 327 253 237 272
3 300 248 234 261

Mean 312 252 239 267
SD 14 4 6 6

Forbid 
Simultaneous 

Operation

1 387 363 346 365
2 353 336 314 334
3 331 318 306 318

Mean 357 339 322 339
SD 28 23 21 24
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3.2. improved Novel Master Interface with 

Application System

3.2.1. improved Novel Master Interface

Performance Test

A specific LabVIEWⓇ algorithm, which is able to receive coordinate 

information of touched touch sensor and generated gesture information, was 

developed to estimate the precision of the iNMI. This was then achieved by 

receiving the data generated by the iNMI includes touch status of total 25 

touch sensors and generated gesture motion for controlling the endoscope 

system, such as upward swipe, downward swipe, forward swipe, and 

backward swipe. The coordinate of touched sensor and gesture information 

were separately tested and repeated 50 times. Then, every signal was checked 

to verify the iNMI is able to correctly reflect user’s intent. No error detected 

during the repeated tests, which indicates that the iNMI is able to receive the 

surgeon’s decision with high correctness.
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Data Transfer Time

To evaluate the latency of the iNMI, the data generated by the iNMI were 

transferred by both wired communication and wireless communication. Wire 

communication was used as reference data transfer time and performed by 

physically connecting the iNMI using the universal serial bus port, more 

specifically, the universal serial bus port 2.0 type A. Therefore, the data 

transfer times of both types of communication were recorded using a specific 

LabVIEWⓇ algorithm. Then, the difference of received time of two data 

transfer times, which can be regarded as latency due to the iNMI’s wireless 

communication, was calculated. During the test, gesture motion was generated 

and transferred by the iNMI. Furthermore, the gesture information has been 

encoded into 1 byte number for minimizing the data transfer time. The 

latencies were measured for 50 times and the results shown that the latency of 

the iNMI was 5 ms on average, with a SD of 1 ms.

Power Consumption

The power consumption of the iNMI is highly significant since it is to be used 

during surgery. To evaluate the power consumption, a LabVIEWⓇ algorithm 

was developed to continuously intercept the data produced by the iNMI and 

record the time when there is no any data received, which indicates the iNMI 

was out of power. The tests were performed for 10 times. The results indicate 
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that the power consumption of the iNMI is 0.12 Wh (SD: 0.01 Wh) and it is

able to operate for 317 min (SD: 12 min), which is much longer than the 

average time for several types of robotic surgeries [1, 4, 70, 71]. However, the 

iNMI can also be used for surgeries which exceed its time duration since the 

battery can be simply changed to a new one which would cause minimum 

inconvenience. The iNMI is safe even when the iNMI battery has no power 

because it would not send any data that can control the ECS.
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3.2.2. improved Novel Master Interface with 

Stereo Endoscope System

Modified Peg Transfer Task

To evaluate the overall performance of the proposed stereo endoscope system 

with the iNMI. Modified peg transfer task was performed under a perfectly 

same condition. The results of the task are summarized in Table 3.6. As can be 

seen in Table 3.6, execution times of the tasks were clearly reduced when it 

compare with the result with the NMI. 

Table 3.6 Execution time of modified peg transfer task using the iNMI

Trial 
Number

Execution time (sec.)

Volunteer 
1

Volunteer 
2

Volunteer 
3

Total 
Mean

Allow 
Simultaneous 

Operation

1 285 223 204 237
2 263 187 197 216
3 198 185 191 191

Mean 249 198 197 215
SD 37 17 5 19

Forbid 
Simultaneous 

Operation

1 330 287 295 304
2 308 289 271 289
3 286 254 289 276

Mean 308 277 285 290
SD 18 16 10 11
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4. Discussion 

Robotic surgery, an attractive alternative to conventional open and 

laparoscopic surgery, has been in clinical practice for many years. However, 

current operation room for robotic surgery is too messy and therefore still 

needs improvement. To resolve this issue, compact type HOTAS controllers 

were developed and adopted to current master interface of laparoscopic 

surgical robot system. The purpose was to help surgeons perform additional 

surgical operations and thereby overcome current situation of operation room, 

just as the number of pilots inside the cockpit was reduced from two to one 

with the advent of HOTAS controller. With this purpose, the NMI was 

developed to be installed to each of the MTMs of the dVRK system. The 

performance of the NMIs was evaluated via an experiment that was repeated 

50 times with no error occurring. The results of the latency and power 

consumption experiments showed that the motions of the proposed 

application systems are able to act on the decision of the surgeon in 132 ms 

via the NMI, which can be regarded as a real-time system [77], and the power 

capacity can cover several types of surgeries. Further, even if the power 

source might not be durable for the whole time of long surgeries, the NMI is 

still effective because its power source can be easily replaced. These 

experimental results demonstrate that the NMI can be used to reflect the 

surgeon’s decision wirelessly and to manipulate the application systems
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without errors.

After this, to resolve existing issues and provide more intuitive control, the 

iNMI was then developed. To estimate the performance of the iNMIs, the 

performance test was designed and repeated 50 times where no error was 

detected. The results of the data transfer time and power consumption 

experiments indicate that the motions of the proposed application systems are 

in accordance to the surgeon’s intent in 4 ms via the iNMIs. This can be 

considered as real time [77], and the power capacity is sufficient for various 

kinds of surgeries. Moreover, since the power source of the iNMI can be 

simply replaced, the iNMI is still effective for those surgeries which exceed 

power volume of the iNMI. These experimental results indicate that the iNMI 

is able to precisely reflect the intent of surgeon and manipulate the application 

systems without errors.

Furthermore, two application systems that can be controlled using the 

additional master interfaces were proposed.

Firstly, the robotic assistant was proposed. The additional master interfaces

were respectively attached to each of the MTMs of the dVRK system to 

enable simultaneous manipulation of the robotic assistant. The robotic 

assistant was developed by integrating the 6-DOFs external robot arm and the 

surgical instrument. The results of repeated gripping force of the surgical 

instrument indicate that the gripping force is comparable to that of 

conventional systems [2, 78, 79]. In addition, because the relationship 
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between the micromotor’s revolution and the generated gripping force show 

good linearity with 1.00 of the coefficient of determination, the gripping force 

of the surgical instrument could be sensitively controlled by adjusting the 

micromotor’s position. The reaction time of the surgical instrument’s gripping 

motion was determined to be 400 ms. Thus, the total time delay from the 

surgeon giving the command to the surgical instrument actually gripping the

object is 532 ms, which cannot be considered as a perfect real-time control 

due to its relatively long time delay. However, the gripping motion is still 

effective since the time delay around 500 ms is acceptable for surgical 

performance and can be adapted by human [80-83]. Furthermore, since the 

main cause of the time delay of the surgical instrument is the micromotor’s 

speed, which was set to 75 % of the maximum speed during the experiment, 

the time delay would be shorter if the speed of the micromotor was increased. 

The results of 1000 on and off motions to check the durability of the surgical 

instrument show that the effect on the surgical instrument’s force value was 

negligible. This experiment was adopted from previous research [2] because 

the durability of the surgical instrument developed cannot be tested based on 

the number of surgeries, as done in the case of the EndoWrist. For the final 

important step in the evaluation of the surgical instrument, the sterility issue 

has to be considered. Thus, sealing of the surgical instrument developed is 

planned for future work. As illustrated in Fig. 3.8, the workspace of the 

robotic assistant was calculated using the joint information of the 6-DOFs 

external robot arm [2]. The cone-like shape of the calculated workspace is a 
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result of the fulcrum point motion of the surgical robot system. Because the 

workspace is much larger than the cholecystectomy workspace, the robotic 

assistant is expected to be able to perform many types of surgeries whose 

workspaces can be covered by the cholecystectomy. Furthermore, the size of 

the calculated workspace can be increased by adjusting the limits of the range 

of movement of the 6-DOFs external robot’s arm joints.

The resulting mean time and SD of the simple peg tasks were shorter than 

those of other similar systems using the same FLS kit and following the same 

FLS peg transfer task curriculum to validate their systems, where the 

execution times were even longer than 400 s. This demonstrated that a good 

performance and effectiveness can be provided by the proposed robotic 

assistant [2, 70, 74-76]. Furthermore, as shown in Table 3.3, the mean of each 

peg task’s execution time was gradually decreased. This can be interpreted 

that the volunteers quickly adapted to the system and therefore showed a 

better result trial by trial. However, the mean and SD of each peg task’s 

execution time were slightly longer when compared with the results using 

dVRK [2], which used only one MTM with one PSM and followed the same 

FLS peg transfer task curriculum using the same FLS peg transfer kit. The 

major cause of this result is the relatively slow speed of the external robot arm. 

Therefore, the results can be improved by developing a more stable control 

algorithm for the proposed system to enable higher speed.
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The in vitro test of semi-automatic resected object removal indicated that the 

recruited volunteers were able to manipulate both of operation robot arms and 

robotic assistant. Moreover, no collisions occurred during the tests. This 

means that using the proposed robotic assistant, the surgeon can 

simultaneously perform the role of assistant to prevent collision between the 

operation robot arm and the assistant instrument.

However, due to the involvement of the external robot arm, there is possibility 

for the collisions between PSMs and the external robot arm. Thus, there is 

need to calculate the external robot arm’s workspace with respect to two 

PSMs. For a more accurate calculation, trocar positions for robot-assisted 

laparoscopic bariatric surgery, which are also used for gastroesophageal reflux 

procedure, were used [84]. This is because the surgery also requires for a 

trocar used by the assistant. Furthermore, the postures of the two PSMs were 

set to be closest to the external robot arm for creating an extreme condition to 

the external robot arm’s workspace, as shown in Fig. 4.1-(a). The endoscope 

has been excluded from consideration since the trocar position of the 

endoscope is even behind those of the PSMs [84] and its posture would not be 

toward the PSMs considering the operation area. The workspace has been 

calculated based on the measurement data of the PSMs and the external robot 

arm, such as actual dimension and maximum angle of motion. Under the 

assumption that the postures of the PSMs closest to the external robot arm 

using the maximum angle of motion data, the external robot arm performed 
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virtual remote center of motion while detecting the interference between the 

external robot arm and the PSMs. The workspace was then obtained by 

calculating the area without any interference which infers a collision-free area. 

As a result, the workspace for this condition was calculated to be 386.4 cm3, 

which could cover 70 % of the workspace for cholecystectomy, as shown in 

Fig. 4.1-(b). Therefore, the external robot arm’s workspace with regard to two 

PSMs can be also deemed to be sufficient considering the condition for above 

workspace was set to be extreme and it does not require for an entire 

workspace for cholecystectomy to remove a resected object. This also implies 

less possibility for collision since no complex control would be commanded 

to a robotic assistant. However, an auto collision avoidance system based on 

optical tracking system and motion planning algorithm is currently planning 

to be conducted for completely resolving above issue.

Using the proposed surgical robot system, with its SOBW-type surgical 

instrument, NMI based on HOTAS, and the dVRK system, surgeons will be 

able to execute the functions of an assistant and thereby avoid collisions 

without having to stop surgical operations.
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Fig. 4.1 Workspace analysis of the proposed robotic assistant with regard to PSMs. (a) An extreme condition to the robotic assistant’s 

workspace. (b) Calculated workspace in the extreme condition
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Secondly, the stereo endoscope system was proposed for providing continuous 

surgical flow and therefore decrease operation time and surgeon fatigue. 

Moreover, this would also result in collision between surgical instruments, 

injury to patient (from surgical instrument being out of sight), and having to 

endure an unsatisfactory view to avoid swapping control.

To enable continuous surgical operation by enabling simultaneous 

manipulation of the 4-DOFs ECS and PSMs, two additional master interfaces

were installed to two MTMs of the dVRK system. 

The developed simple 3D endoscope provides 3D vision by processing the 

acquired images using a stereo calibration and rectification algorithms. The 

volunteers recruited for the experiments used the stereo viewer, which 

displays two stereo images each on its left and right monitors, to obtain 3D 

vision during the task. All volunteers were able to determine distances and 

depths of objects on the provided view and execute the experiments.

As illustrated in Fig. 3.8, the workspace of the 4-DOFs ECS was calculated 

using its joint information. The shape of the estimated workspace, which is a 

cone-like shape, indicates the fulcrum point motion of the system. This was 

stably accomplished by its hardware structure rather than a software algorithm. 

Therefore, the proposed system provides a reliable and steady fulcrum point 

motion during robotic surgeries. The 4-DOFs ECS can be used for various 

kinds of surgeries which have smaller workspaces than that of the 

cholecystectomy since the system’s workspace is much larger than the 
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cholecystectomy workspace. In addition, the calculated workspace can be 

further increased by adjusting the scale of the 4-DOFs ECS because it is 

manufactured with a relatively small size compared with the PSM. The 

resulting mean times of the modified peg transfer tasks with the iNMI were 

within the time limit of the FLS peg transfer task, even when the longer peg 

transfer board was used for the experiments in order to involve endoscope 

movements. This demonstrates that good performance is provided by the 

proposed surgical robot system using the iNMI, 4-DOFs ECS, and simple 3D 

endoscope. The comparison between the results with the NMI and iNMI can 

be shown in the Fig. 4.2. The gradually decreased execution time of each 

modified peg transfer task, as shown in Tables 3.5 and 3.6, can be inferred as 

the volunteers were able to rapidly adapt to the system. In addition, the 

execution time of the peg transfer task and the number of surgical instruments 

obscured from view demonstrably increased when simultaneous operation of 

the MTM and the iNMIs was not possible. This indicates that the 

discontinuous surgical flow would indeed result in longer surgical operation 

time and collisions between instruments or injury to patients caused by the 

surgical instruments being obscured from view.

Using the proposed system, consisting of the iNMI based on HOTAS concept, 

simple 3D endoscope, 4-DOFs ECS, and dVRK system, surgeons will be able 

to simultaneously operate the PSM with the 4-DOFs ECS, and thereby ensure 

continuous surgical flow, which will result in safer robotic surgery 

environments and decreased operation time. The current 4-DOFs ECS can be 
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only used as research purpose because of its relatively small size compared 

with actual endoscope system. However, the size of the system can be simply 

scaled-up to be used for real surgery. The sealing of 4-DOFs ECS is planned 

to be performed in the future for solving sterility issue [85].
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Fig. 4.2 Comparison between peg transfer task results using the NMI and 

iNMI (Error bar stands for standard deviation).
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5. Conclusion

Robot-assisted laparoscopic surgery is a very desirable surgical operation 

because it provides several benefits compared with open surgery and 

conventional MIS. However, a major issue with robotic surgery has been the 

increased complexity of operation room which should be improved.

In this research, consequently, additional master interfaces that can be 

attached to the master interface of current da Vinci surgical robot system were 

proposed based on HOTAS controller which is used for flight control in the 

aerospace field and can control hundreds of functions and provide feedback to 

the pilot about flight conditions. Just like the arrival of HOTAS enabled less 

complex cockpit environment, it can be used to help surgeons perform 

additional surgical operations and thereby overcome current situation of 

operation room.

For this purpose, a wireless communication interface designed based on the 

HOTAS concept, called NMI, facilitates simultaneous manipulation of the 

operation robot arm and application systems. In this study, a tiny piece of 

hardware was developed to be attached to the MTM of the dVRK system, 

which was used as the operation robot. The results of performance tests, data 

transfer time experiments, and a power consumption test have confirmed that 

the proposed NMI is feasible & effective. In addition, the iNMI was 

consequently developed also based on HOTAS concept in order to enables 
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simultaneous  and more intuitive manipulation of the application systems. 

The results of power consumption tests, latency experiments, and 

performance tests demonstrate that the proposed iNMI is practicable and 

effective.

Using the additional master interfaces, two application systems were also 

proposed.

Firstly, a robotic assistant that can be simultaneously manipulated by the 

surgeon via a wireless controller has been proposed. The robotic assistant 

comprises a surgical instrument with a diameter of 6 mm and 6-DOFs external 

robot arm. The surgical instrument uses a micromotor to generate gripping 

motion and the external robot arm can perform translational, fulcrum point, 

and rolling motions with the surgical instrument. The surgical instrument, 

which is based on SOBW, was validated via a gripping force experiment, a 

reaction time test, and a durability test. The workspace of the robotic assistant 

has clinical applicability. The results of a simple peg task and an in vitro test 

using the dVRK system have also indicated that the proposed system can be 

utilized in various types of laparoscopic robotic surgeries. However, the 

sterility issue needs to be resolved for the clinical application and this issue 

will be handled as future work.

This research also presented a stereo endoscope system consists of a 4-DOFs 

ECS and a simple 3D endoscope that can be controlled with proposed 

additional master interfaces. The 4-DOFs ECS uses four servo motors to 

generate pitching, yawing, rolling, and translational motion based on SOBW 
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concept. The fulcrum point motion, which is necessary for the laparoscopic 

surgical robot system, is achieved by adopting a two-parallel link structure. 

The workspace of the 4-DOFs ECS is shown to have clinical applicability. 

The simple 3D endoscope, which has a diameter of 10 mm, was developed 

using two CMOS camera modules with six built-in LEDs. The two images 

acquired by the image sensors undergo stereo calibration and rectification to 

provide a clear stereo vision, and reconstructed stereo images are provided to 

the user via the stereo viewer of the dVRK system to enable 3D vision during 

surgery. Further, the results of a modified peg transfer task indicate that the 

proposed system is able to provide continuous surgical operation and 

therefore remove the issues affecting surgical robot systems. The size of the 4-

DOFs ECS can be simply scaled-up for being used in clinics and the sealing 

issue will have to be resolved in order to overcome sterility issue.
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국문초록

기존 개복 수술의 단점을 극복하기 위해 최소 침습 수술이

개발되었으며, 이러한 최소 침습 수술에도 존재하는 한계를

해결하고자 로봇을 이용한 복강경 수술이 널리 시행되고 있다. 

하지만 로봇 수술은 기존 보다 큰 수술실 공간을 필요로 하고

수술실 내부 환경의 복잡도를 증가시키는 등의 문제를 야기하는데,

이들은 여전히 극복되어야 하는 상태이다.

이를 위해 본 연구에서는 기존 복강경 수술 로봇 마스터

인터페이스에 부가적인 기능을 수행할 수 있는 인터페이스를

추가하여 해결책을 제시하고자 하며, 항공우주공학에서 널리

사용되고 있는 Hands-On-Throttle-And-Stick (HOTAS)

기법을 복강경 수술 로봇에 접목시키고자 한다. 이는 항공기에서

HOTAS 사용으로 인해 교전 중 시선을 아래로 향하지 않고서도

비행과 무장, 레이더 조작 등이 가능해졌을 뿐 아니라 그에 따라

항공기 조종석 내부 인원이 두 명에서 한 명으로 감소되었고, 이로

인해 조종석 내부의 복잡도 또한 대폭 감소된 효과를 복강경 수술

로봇을 위한 수술실 환경에서 또한 적용시키기 위함이다.

따라서 본 연구에서는 두 종류의 추가적인 인터페이스를

제안하였으며, 이들은 모두 da Vinci Research Kit의 Mater Tool 

Manipulator에 설치되어, 수술자의 검지를 이용해 부가적인 기능을

간편하게 수행 가능하도록 설계 및 개발되었다. 첫 번째로는 다

방향 스위치와 무선 통신 모듈을 이용해 제작된 9-way Compact 

HOTAS, Novel Master Interface (NMI)을 연구 및 개발하였다.

다 방향 스위치를 이용해 수술자가 의도를 전달할 수 있도록
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하였으며, 반응 시간, 전력 소모 등 실험을 거쳐 효용성을

입증하였다. 두 번째로, 보다 직관적이고 편리한 조작을 위해

정전식 터치 방식을 도입하여 Capacitive Touch Type Compact 

HOTAS인 improved Novel Master Interface (iNMI)을 연구

개발하였다. 정전식 터치 제어 방식을 통해 수술자가 의도를 보다

직관적이고 편리하게 전달할 수 있도록 하였으며, 다수의 반복

실험을 통해 효용성을 입증하였다.

뿐만 아니라, 이러한 추가적인 인터페이스를 통해 복강경 수술 로봇

시스템의 활용도를 상승시키고자 아래와 같이 두 종류의

응용시스템을 제안하였으며, 이들은 항공우주공학의 Fly-By-Wire 

기법을 수술 로봇에 접목시킨 Surgical-Operation-By-Wire 

기법을 기반으로 연구 및 개발되었다.

첫 번째로, 추가적인 인터페이스에 의해 제어될 수 있는 Robotic 

Assistant를 개발하였다. 이는 수술자가 수술 도중 보조의사의

업무를 직접 수행할 수 있도록 하기 위함인데, 이러한 방법은

보조의사와의 지속적인 의사소통으로 인해 발생하는 피로도 증가를

방지하고자 하였을 뿐 아니라, 숙달되지 않은 보조의사 혹은

수술자와 보조의사 간의 의사소통 및 의도전달 문제로 인해 발생할

수 있는 수술기구 간 충돌 또한 방지하고자 하였다. 고안한

시스템은 두 개의 추가적인 인터페이스, 보조 수술기구, 그리고 6축

로봇 팔로 구성되어있다. 보조 수술기구는 1,000번의 사용에도

집는 힘이 일정한 것으로 확인되었으며, 반응시간은 0.4초로

계산되어 사람이 손쉽게 적응할 수 있는 반응시간으로 확인할 수

있었다. 시스템의 동작 범위는 8,397.4 cm3로 계산되어 다양한

종류의 수술을 시행할 수 있을 것으로 판단되었으며, 본 시스템을
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처음 접하는 참가자가 술기 테스트에서 제한시간 내에 임무를

수행하여 시스템이 잘 구성되었음을 확인하였다.

두 번째로, 수술자가 수술도중 수술기구와 복강경을 함께 제어할 수

있도록 무선 인터페이스를 통해 제어가 가능한 스테레오 복강경

시스템을 개발하였다. 이는 기존 수술 로봇 시스템에서 복강경

제어를 위해 수술기구에 대한 제어 권한을 포기함으로 인해

발생하는 불연속적인 수술 흐름을 극복하기 위함이며, 이로 인해

발생하였던 수술 시간 증가, 수술기구 간 충돌, 그리고 내부 장기

손상 등 문제를 해결하고자 하였다. 제안한 시스템은 두 개의

추가적인 인터페이스, 4 자유도 복강경 제어 시스템, 그리고

스테레오 복강경으로 구성되어있다. 본 시스템을 처음 접하는

참가자가 시스템의 성능 평가를 위해 설계된 술기 테스트를

제한시간 내 수행하는 것을 확인하였으며, 기존 가설에 따라

문제점을 극복하는 것을 확인하였다. 또한 시스템의 동작 범위는

20,378.3 cm3로 계산되어, 많은 종류의 수술에 적합하다고

판단되었다.

다양한 검증을 통해 제안한 추가적인 인터페이스가 장착된 수술

로봇 시스템이 기존 로봇 수술의 여러 한계점을 극복할 수 있는

것으로 확인하였다.

                                                                                                                                     

핵심어: 복강경 수술 로봇, 추가적인 master interface, 호타스

조종간, 보조 수술 로봇, 스테레오 복강경 시스템, 전기신호식 수술

로봇 제어.

학번: 2013-21032
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